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ABSTRACT

Advances in sensing technologies have led to research into
exertion games that support physically effortful
experiences. Despite the existence of theoretical
frameworks that can be used to analyze such exertion
experiences, there are few tools to support the hands-on
practice of exertion game design. To address this, we
present a set of design cards based on the “Exertion
Framework”, grounded in our experience of creating
exertion games for over a decade. We present results
demonstrating the value and utility of these Exertion Cards
based on our studies of their use in three workshops held
over seven sessions with 134 design students and experts.
We also articulate lessons learned from transforming a
theoretical framework into a design tool that aims to
support designers in their practice.
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INTRODUCTION

There has been a recent trend in HCI that places the human
body at the center of the user experience, fostering
“exertion”-based interactions that require intense physical
effort from users [18]. Computer games currently provide a
growing range of exertion systems, with the Microsoft
Kinect, Nintendo Wii and Sony Move, along with virtual
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reality exercise bikes [16], mobile games fueled by exercise
[5, 14] and our own systems [17, 18, 20, 21] populating a
design space that highlights the potential of such mediated
exertion experiences. Researching these games is important,
as they can offer mental and social benefits, as well as
benefits to physical health [13]. Research has previously
highlighted a limited theoretical understanding of these
exertion experiences [7, 9]. In response, we developed the
“Exertion Framework” [19] – a systematic conceptual
understanding of the ways in which the body engages in
exertion experiences as well as the ways in which
interactive technologies can support such experiences.
However, our Exertion Framework, like so many other HCI
frameworks [11], can be criticized for not offering “stepby-step guidance” for designers and hence not lending itself
to support the designer’s creative process [11]. We agree
with Hornecker when she says that “frameworks tend to be
systematic and abstract, which makes them hard to use in
creative practice” [11], and the Exertion Framework can
probably also be characterized by this abstract nature.
Despite frameworks offering designers the ability to reason
and justify design decisions, the gap between theoretical
frameworks and the practical design process has long been
an issue for HCI and a source of frustration for many
practice-based design researchers [1, 6, 12]. Recent
research has investigated how to close this gap in order to
support design researchers [1, 11], with one suggested way
being to turn the framework under investigation into a
design tool [11]. In particular, Hornecker proposes to
transform the abstract themes of a framework into
colloquial questions to which designers can relate [11].
These questions are then framed in a card-based format and
introduced to the design process in order to offer guidance
from the themes of the framework. As evidence for the
utility of this approach, she demonstrated the
transformation of a tangible framework into design cards
and used them in a series of workshops with positive
outcomes in the form of novel design ideas [11].
We utilized a very similar approach to transform our
abstract framework into a useful design tool. We opted to
lean on this prior work as the conditions are comparable:
the author, like us, devised her own framework, which is

based on an embodied approach to interaction design [11],
very similar to our investigations into exertion.
Furthermore, both her and our work is targeted at designers
of interactive technology.
More generally, our research builds on previous work on
design cards and associated workshops [2, 8, 10, 15, 23].
Physical cards used to facilitate design activities have
previously been shown to function as orienting devices,
providing structure to the creative sessions and supporting
progression from the initial starting point [11]. The
physicality of the cards can help make arguments tangible
during discussions, supporting focus and helping create
common ground [4]. Furthermore, design cards support
focus shifts, as they can be spread out and distributed
amongst participants [10]. Previous research on the use of
design cards for game design has also been shown to
facilitate the ideation process [8, 15]. We built on this prior
work and transformed the Exertion Framework into a set of
design cards. As a result, our work is the first that presents
design cards specific to exertion games. Our work is also
the first that explicitly encourages a consideration of tradeoffs among the dimensions articulated with the design
cards, extending the notion of trade-off-driven design from
Cognitive Dimensions (for example see [3]) to design
cards. Lastly, we also examined how these design cards
supported the ideation process in three workshops held over
seven sessions with 134 participants. With this, we are able
to provide details on the use of individual cards and insights
on each card’s role in the design process as well as detailed
challenges when designing with cards, extending prior
design card work that mostly offers a coarse view on
people’s experiences with using the broad themes
articulated by a range of cards. With this approach, we aim
to offer designers of future cards structured guidance on the
design of each individual card.
THE EXERTION FRAMEWORK

The Exertion Framework [19] consists of four lenses
through which exertion can be examined. These lenses,
conceptualized as concentric, onion-like layers, offer
different perspectives through which to examine a set of
themes, or “things to think about”. The lenses are: The
Responding Body (how the body’s internal state changes
over time as a result of exertion, e.g. heart rate), the Moving
Body (how body parts are muscularly repositioned relative
to one another), the Sensing Body (how the body is sensing
and experiencing the world) and the Relating Body (how
bodies and people relate to one another). These four lenses
provide different perspectives on each of six cross-cutting
exertion themes: uncertainty of exertion; awareness of
exertion; expression of exertion; rhythm of exertion; risk of
exertion; and understanding of exertion [19].
Turning the framework into design cards

Prior work presented the usefulness of transforming a
framework into design cards, but does not describe a
process of how to turn a framework into design cards [11].

We therefore constructed our own process, but we were
guided by her examples as well as our own experiences of
using the framework in our practice of designing exertion
games for over a decade. The goal was to turn the
framework’s themes into colloquial, provocative questions
whose purpose is to promote creative design thinking.
We also added a “dimension” to each question, which
highlights that interactive qualities are not simply present or
absent, but can vary in their degree from a little to a lot. For
example, “uncertainty of exertion” can be supported “a
little” or “a lot”. Furthermore, a dimension highlights also
that choosing to keep a theme at a minimum (e.g. by
preventing it from occurring) is also a design decision that
can have merit.
We now describe the process we created to turn the themes
of the Exertion Framework into design cards. This process
is not the only way to turn themes into cards, nor has it been
validated beyond our own work. Nevertheless, we structure
it via groupings that we believe might be useful for others
when orienting themselves to a similar task. With this
approach, we aim to extend prior work on design cards that
often tends to focus on the design of theory as cards (for
example see [11]) by providing one of the first attempts to
detail the transformation of design theory into cards. Our
process consisted of the following five stages:
Establish target boundaries

We began by establishing target boundaries, in particular,
we decided to aim for a relatively small number of cards
(ultimately 14) in order to minimize the chances of
designers feeling overwhelmed.
Scrutinize framework

We looked at the themes of the Exertion Framework, and
picked one aspect of each that related to one particular layer
of the body lens. For example, for “rhythm of exertion”, we
selected the “Relating Body”. Furthermore, we also picked
each lens individually to support the analysis of technology
augmentation. For example, we transformed the
“Responding Body” into a question about (measuring)
effort.
Reduce items

In order to reach our target boundary, we focused on
questions we felt could challenge game designers. This
resulted in 14 questions.
Visualize

We wrote the questions on index cards and gave each
design card a short and descriptive title. We also selected
two pictures to represent examples of either end of the
dimension. We used images that offered easy entry points
into the topic while at the same time not implying any
specific use. Next, we assigned a positive example to each
end of the dimension to provoke the reader to consider
divergent possibilities, so that a reader might ponder: “If I
support a lot of this, I will foster experience X, but if I
support a little, I will foster experience Y” (where Y is not
simply the absence of X). For three cards, we opted to

provide additional details to clarify what it would mean for
participants if they would choose the middle of a dimension
that has no obvious medium value: for example, we
highlighted that medium intensity can mean that intensity in
movement might not be interpreted by the system, but could
be communicated to another person.
Incorporate feedback

After having generated all cards, we discussed the results
extensively with senior researchers who gave feedback on
how to improve the cards’ wording and their presentation.
Based on this feedback, we refined the associated examples
and the card layouts several times. In addition, we
discussed the cards with two fellow researchers in order to
verify that the descriptions on the cards were understood
even if we were not explaining them.
The cards were color coded with four different colors, one
for each lens of the framework (Fig. 1). The centerpiece of
each card was the question that came out of the
transformation process above. These questions were meant
to work on a more pragmatic level than the theoretical
concepts [11]. We aimed to make the questions easily
accessible in order to support the creative process rather
than requiring a deep understanding of the framework. The
challenge was to find a balance between abstract concepts
and inspiring questions, without falling into the trap of
presenting rules that suggested they needed to be followed
[11]. The aim was to create questions that designers use as
thought-provoking suggestions to guide their creative
process. The cards are available at exertiongameslab.org.

Figure 1. The Exertion Cards based on the Exertion
Framework
WORKSHOPS

We decided to study the use of the design cards in
workshops with designers to see how they could be
incorporated into the creative design process. The purpose
of this study was to demonstrate the value and utility of the
design cards in designers’ practice, which in turn would
strengthen the argument for the usefulness of the
framework. Evaluating the design cards in short (3h)
workshops is of course not the same as a designer’s day-today practice. However, previous work has also utilized
workshops [8, 11, 15], suggesting that they might be a way
to approximate design practice. Furthermore, a workshop
with team-based design exercises is similar to the teamwork
environment to which designers are often exposed. Lastly,
workshops provide a tight, time-constrained format for
creative teamwork, which we found similar to the
environments we have encountered in our own practice.
The Workshops

We conducted three workshops, with two of them
conducted over multiple sessions to accommodate large
participant numbers. Workshop A and B were repeated

twice and four times respectively (Table 1). The workshops
were carried out across three sites, with sessions adapted to
the different contexts, number of participants and room
layouts. Each participant attended one session only.
Workshop

Participants (in sessions)

Context, Duration

Ax2

14
(8,6)

Conference
room

3h

Bx4

55
Design students
(14,14,
13,14)

Design
studio

3h

Cx1

65 (65) Digital game
design students

Classroom

3h

Total

134

Designers &
researchers from
two technology
companies

Participants

In Workshop A, the 14 participants were volunteers from
Microsoft Research in Beijing, China (Microsoft Research
was working on the Kinect at the time). The participants’
backgrounds ranged from Computer Science to HCI and
Design, which is representative of the target group of the
design cards. The second session was conducted in the
same company, but for this session, half of the participants
came from Nokia Research’s team that was interested in
supporting their customers’ play desires. In Workshop B,
55 design students took part across four sessions that were
conducted in a design studio in Australia. In workshop C,
65 students from a game design course in Australia
participated in a classroom setting. This setting was less
adaptable to group work, but participants were free to roam
during the workshop.

Table 1. Three workshops across seven sessions with 134
participants in total.
Structure of the workshops

The three workshops had different constraints and
opportunities but all shared the same structure around the
cards (Fig. 2). The participants were invited with the
premise they would learn about designing exertion games,
and as an exercise they were asked to come up with an
exertion game idea. We began each workshop by defining
the term exertion game (“a digital game that requires
physical effort from players” [19]). We then showed video
examples of exertion games before explaining the design
challenge. The goal of the workshops was for each team to
design an exertion game. We did not want to confine the
scope of the workshop too much, so participants could
make the content applicable to their respective design
practices. For example, the design students could work on a
game idea that they might want to develop further in their
classes.

Figure 3. The participants placed how they used the cards on a
dimension from “a little” to “a lot”. The card on the bottom
indicated that it was “not useful”
Task

Figure 2. Participants discussing a particular design card

Each workshop lasted 3 hours. The participants were asked
to form teams of around 5 people. Most sessions had teams
of 4-5 members, with the remaining participants (due to the
total amount of participants) forming smaller teams down to
2 members. The challenge was to design an exertion game.
The goal was to come up with an original idea that
participants were asked to present to their peers at the end
of the workshop. Each team was asked to write down or

sketch out any game ideas they might have. They were free
to explore if and how the design dimensions could support
them in their creative process. Once a team decided on a
final design, and there was time due to the other teams still
working, they were asked to mark on a large sheet of paper
which design dimensions (if any) they used and how. We
suggested they align the cards along a spectrum from
positive to negative, with neutral in the middle. For
example, if the group decided to incorporate “a lot” of
“integrated communication”, they attached the card to the
“+” side of the paper, if they decided to include only “a
little”, they attached it to the “–“ side. Participants were
also encouraged to discard cards if they did not think they
were useful for their particular task (Fig. 3).

questionnaire. As a result, we did not generate graph plots
of these two cards from the questionnaire data.

Feedback

After the exercise, the participants were interviewed and
their answers recorded. The posters they used to present
their ideas and any other supporting materials they
developed were also captured. Due to the size of workshop
C, not all participants had a chance to provide feedback; as
a result, those participants were also given the opportunity
to post any comments on a dedicated website. Participants
of all workshops were also given a questionnaire at the end
that asked them about each card, including how useful they
thought it was. Furthermore, participants were asked what
their favorite card was and why. This question was
designed to reveal how cards could be made most
applicable to their design practice.

Figure 4. Skip to the Beat: augmented jump rope promoting
multi-player skipping to music beats.

Data collection

We captured video for the entire participant group for each
workshop. After each design exercise, the participants were
interviewed per team, and their answers were video
recorded per team and notes were taken. The final
presentations of each team were videotaped, and any sketch
and note materials were photographed. The comments on
the website were captured and analyzed, as were the
questionnaires. We were also interested if and how
participants used the cards beyond the workshop, and
therefore interviewed the participants of the workshop C
two months after their workshop. 75 participants of the
original workshop were available for this group interview.

Figure 5. Virtual Slam Ball: 2-player slam ball experience with
sensors in gloves and trampoline

Data analysis

We initiated the analysis by reading and watching all the
material. Then we started the coding of the data, guided by
the processes suggested by Strauss and Corbin [25]. We
began by looking for all relevant mentions of design cards.
This meant identifying instances that described if and how
design cards were used. We also looked for any other
instances that related to the cards and any themes from the
framework. This included looking for evidence that pointed
to the use of the cards in a way that sparked new ideas or
changed existing ones. In addition, the data from the
questionnaires was analyzed and visualized using a
spreadsheet program. In session 2 of the first workshop we
accidentally did not include the contention cards in the

Figure 6. Dodge ball: augmented gym that tracks and throws
balls for larger group exertion experiences

RESULTS

Use of individual cards

First, we present a few of the ideas participants came up
with during the sessions in order to suggest that the
workshops led to creative ideas. The pictures are
photographs of the posters presented, with design cards
attached by participants according to their use (Fig. 4, 5, 6).
Next, we will elaborate on the role of the cards on the
creative process that led to these ideas.

The next figures display how participants’ teams used the
cards for their particular design task. A typical placement of
the design cards can be seen in Fig. 3. When asked to place
their cards on a dimension from “a little” to “a lot” in
response to how they used a particular card, the following
data resulted (Fig. 8).

Perceived usefulness of cards

The data from the questionnaires suggests that participants
agreed with the statement that each card was useful for their
design task. In particular, a majority of participants either
agreed or strongly agreed to this statement in the
questionnaire (Fig. 7).

Participants were also asked to note or discard the cards
they did not find useful (see Fig. 9). There was no card that
all teams found “not useful”; this suggests that every card
was useful for at least one team. Out of 22 teams who
placed their cards, six teams (the highest number) found
“effort interpretation” not useful.

Figure 9. Cards not placed on the dimension

Figure 7. Likert-scale results on how useful participants found
each card

The majority of teams found only one to two cards not
useful. The highest number of cards one team did not
consider of value was 9 (see Fig. 10).

Figure 10. The amount of cards not placed on the dimension.
Role of cards

Figure 8. The placement of the cards in terms of use.

The participants were also asked at the end of the workshop
what role the cards played in their design process. The data
show that the cards had multiple roles. When combining
“Strongly agree” and “Agree”, the following list emerges
with the top answer listed first. The individual composition
can be seen in fig. 11.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The cards helped me to improve my ideas
I found the cards useful for generating ideas
The cards helped my team to focus
The cards helped me to articulate my ideas
The cards helped my team to come to a consensus/agree
on items we discussed
6. I had ideas I would not have had without the cards

cards helped them to consider “all aspects” of the game,
reminding them of perspectives that they otherwise might
have overlooked: “[The cards helped] generating and
incorporating ideas that weren't thought of before.”
Danger of card reliance

One participant was critical in his/her comment, saying that
the cards have the potential to overcomplicate the process:
“They gave a broader outlook of possibilities, however not
necessarily 'better' ideas. In perspective of 'easy fun'/'hard
fun' stuff, some cards may overcomplicate games for a
particular audience.”
Additional results

The data coming from the video recordings and freeform
fields provided additional insights detailed below.
Offering guidance

Figure 11. How participants assessed the role of cards

Through a freeform field, the questionnaire gave
participants the option to note any additional roles they
thought the cards played. 59 participants thought the cards
had additional roles. By structuring them based on logical
closeness, we derived three major additional roles. The
cards helped participants to fine-tune their ideas, offered
guidance for the design process, and supported expanding
participants’ horizons.
Cards helped fine-tune ideas

Twelve participants stated that an additional use of the
cards was to fine-tune their ideas. They expressed that the
cards supported them in making their idea more concrete
and explicitly focused on the experience they wanted to
create. A common statement was: “The cards helped refine
our ideas.”
Cards offered guidance

Six participants found that the cards offered them some
guidance as a group on how to proceed with the design
task: “They are good guidelines/building blocks.” “It gave
our group clear direction and order, something that we
sometimes lack.” The cards provided a “framework for
analysis.”
Cards expanded horizons

A strong theme was also that the cards helped to expand
participants’ horizon: “It enabled our group to consider
areas that we normally would not consider, like
synchronization.” This resonates with another statement
that appeared repeatedly: participants appreciated that the

The cards offered guidance to the creative process. The
participants called the design dimensions an “easy to
understand guideline for starting and refining games.”
Others found that the cards helped them identify aspects of
their design they had overlooked so far, further
strengthening the view of the cards as a guide: “I think the
dimensions for exertion games work really well to help
guide the design of a game. While our group discussed each
card in reference to our game I found the dimensions
helped us to work out what our game might be lacking, and
what could be added to improve it.” Some participants saw
the cards as tools that not only guided existing ideas, but
also helped generate new ones: “The flashcards are very
useful for people such as myself, because I can never come
up with an idea on the spot. The dimensions are perfect for
producing further ideas to elaborate on as well as a guide.”
In this sense, people used it as a tool: “the idea of game
design [is now] a whole lot deeper. Like most I found the
design dimension cards to be a useful tool in improving a
game.”
One participant praised the potential of the cards for
industry and academia alike: “I think that as a tool, not only
to be used by game companies but also for teaching, the
design dimensions are really great.” Another participant
noted how the design dimensions will be useful as a guide
for future games and how they will be used in his/her
practice: “I found the design dimension cards to be a useful
guideline. […] I will be referring to it from time to time, in
order to analyze the quality of our next game.”
The cards offered the participants a more efficient way to
reach their goals when compared to their existing methods.
They praised how they generated results much quicker
when using the design dimensions: “I found the dimensions
really helpful, by being aware of the elements that are in
games, it makes it so much easier, faster and most likely
better to come up with new games and improve existing
ones. I found dimensions jump-started my thoughts in a
way, that most cards got me thinking of new ideas and/or
ways to improve them and got me thinking about different

aspects of games that I had not considered before and now
seem integral.” “We obtained a lot of fresh ideas and faster
than any other method I know myself. But to say that we
would have never gotten these ideas without them is
another thing, I think it’s a time factor more than a
possibility factor.”
Shifting processes

The cards helped the participants to see how they could
approach the creative task in a different way. They
described the use of the cards “as an eye opener”, helping
to “view design in a different way”, as “the idea of
dimensions helps me think.”
One participant explained how the cards helped the group
“to rediscover what it is specifically that we want out of our
game. It has given us a ground, or a foundation, from which
we can mold and develop our concept”. By having a clear
goal, participants found it easier to assess their ideas:
“They're a really useful and clear way of looking at our
games for refining and moving beyond ‘What can we add to
our game?’ to ‘What could we add to our game to
emphasize or draw out more of a certain quality our game
has or needs?’"
Factorizing tasks

The cards helped some participants break down the creative
process into individual elements that were easier to handle.
Firstly, the cards enabled them to identify that there are
several elements that make a successful game: “[it made
me] realize that so many factors can affect the game and
make it different.”
Secondly, the cards helped participants to identify these
different elements. In other words, the cards supported them
in breaking down the task into individual factors: “I did like
the break down of the categories.” “Say you have a job to
do […] The dimensions would help you define the different
aspects of the game and what kind of rules and gameplay to
include.”
Equipped with these factors, many participants felt
empowered to make strategic decisions during the design
task: “What made [altering the game] easier was that the
cards gave definable characteristics of exertion games, so
rather than thinking ‘how do I make it more physical?’ we
could pin point several aspects of the game and the ‘player
experience’, and alter one factor, rather than trying to pull
something new out of thin air and risk changing
everything.”
Weighing up options

The cards allowed some participants to assign a qualitative
weight to certain aspects of their designs: “The cards were
really helpful in figuring out where our game’s strong
points are, or more importantly where they are not.” Being
able to weigh up certain elements gave many participants
the confidence to focus on specifics, which they used to
identify which aspects to improve first: “It makes us know

what we need to do for improving our game.” “I found the
cards to be incredibly helpful, especially in regards to
tweaking some flaws in our game idea.”
Focusing the aim

The cards helped some participants focus on the main aim;
creating an engaging game. “This sort of thing is great for
someone like me who tends to get caught up in what they're
focusing on and slowly becoming more and more tunnel
visioned.” The cards helped them to stay true to the original
goal of making an engaging game by diverting them from
any distractions such as attention to technical
implementation too early: “I believe the dimensions were a
great way of allowing us designers to refocus on the
essence of the game; the approach to 'fun' if you will.
[Without the cards] we tend to concentrate too much on
technology and implementation, and less on how the
player(s) are enjoying the game. “
DISCUSSION

We now discuss the individual findings in detail, relating
them back to the cards and the framework. In summary, byand-large, the cards were found to be useful in the creative
design process.
Usefulness

The majority of participants considered all cards useful in
their design task. They found the cards useful as a whole,
and most participants did not differ much in their
assessment of individual cards. The following sections
discuss how participants used the cards during the design
process.
All cards were useful

Participants used many cards “a lot” or “a little” as
indicated by the placement task, and found only a few not
useful for their particular design process. No single card
was considered “not useful” by all teams, suggesting that
each card had found a use in the workshops. This indicates
that teams found the cards useful. As expected, not all cards
were useful for all design processes, but participants found
more cards useful than not useful. “Effort interpretation”
and possibly “physical contention” were the cards that
received the most (although still modest) count of “not
useful”, suggesting that in future iterations of the cards,
these cards should be refined first.
What cards were useful for

Participants confirmed that the cards were useful for idea
generation, idea improvement and articulation. The cards
also offered a language to discuss certain aspects of the
design, and supported teams in focusing their efforts. In
addition to these anticipated roles, the participants also
expressed that the cards helped them to fine-tune existing
ideas, and helped them to be more concise in their efforts.
The participants also appreciated the cards as a guide and
found their role in the creative process valuable in terms of
goal development, efficiency and effectiveness. In sum, the

cards offered a structure for the design process that often
expanded their range of ideas.
Such an assessment of the roles of the cards is similar to
previous findings [11]. The data suggest that the design
cards do not fulfill an isolated role in the design process,
but can rather serve multiple roles and complement other
methods, depending on the way participants see fit for
them.
The cards also helped (re-)focus participants’ aim towards
the “bigger picture” of creating an engaging game, and
diverted them from getting bogged down in details too
early. The cards were simultaneously able to support the
identification of individual elements (such as technical
implementation details) while highlighting the bigger
picture (such as the desired play experience). So while the
cards supported a micro-level view on the task at hand, they
also brought a macro-level to the participants’ attention.
Challenges when working with cards

The study also revealed that turning conceptual frameworks
into practical design guides it not an easy undertaking.
Participants valued the benefits the cards can provide,
however, it was important for them that the tool does not
get in the way of the creative process. For example, some
participants criticized that the wording of the design
dimensions was sometimes difficult to interpret, and that
some cards were too similar to others. In particular, a few
participants expressed difficulty in understanding the
meaning of some cards, noting that the study was
undertaken within different cultural contexts and with
participants who had different first languages: “I found
myself rereading some cards because I found them slightly
hard to work out.” When cards were difficult to
comprehend, participants’ focus shifted from the creative
process to interpreting the cards, reducing the benefits of
the cards. Future revisions of the cards should refine the
wording and images for easier comprehension. Another
solution could be to reduce the number of cards, although
many participants were generally in favor of the amount of
cards: “The amount of cards were just right to grab just
about every aspect of a game”.
Supplementing other methods

As mentioned in prior work [11], the cards are not a
method: the designers still have to sort the cards themselves
and find out in which order (if any) they apply them (and
which cards to discard). The purpose is to facilitate but not
restrict the creative process. However, some participants
expected more directive guidance from the cards. This may
have been due to two reasons: a) participants wanted a
method as they felt this could enhance their creative
process; and/or b) participants expected a method from the
instructions given and were disappointed that they did not
receive one.

LIMITATIONS

As with any investigation that aims to combine theory with
practice, there are limitations that are shaped by both
theoretical and practical concerns. One limitation of the
work is that it was us who presented the design cards during
the workshops, adding potentially our own personal bias.
However, two of the sessions in workshop B were run by
other interaction designers. Although they were instructed
by us, this suggests that the design cards can be used in
other settings where we are not the main facilitator,
indicating that the knowledge lies in the design cards, not in
the person presenting them.
A further limitation of the work is that we did not attempt to
evaluate the quality of the ideas generated. We find
assessing the quality of creative work challenging, we
therefore opted to focus on how the design cards facilitated
the creative process, rather than on judging the quality of
the generated ideas. To hint at the creative contribution the
participants made in the workshops we included a snapshot
of some of the ideas in the form of the posters generated
that suggest that the design cards can indeed facilitate
creative ideas. On the other hand, we acknowledge that
assessing the quality of the ideas (for example through
processes such as suggested by [24]) might add weight to
the argument of the usefulness of the design cards.
Furthermore, comparing the results from our workshops is
limited by the fact that our participants had different
expertise levels, consisting of both researchers and students.
However, this approach allowed us to examine the use of
the cards across a range of early career to more senior
designers.
Lastly, another limitation was the use of a questionnaire.
Questionnaires can only paint a limited picture of a
complex phenomenon, such as the design task investigated
in this study. However, we wanted to give all participants
the opportunity to provide feedback, and considering the
number of participants in some of the workshops, a
questionnaire seemed a practical tool to achieve this. In
order to minimize the limitations of questionnaires [22], we
always looked for confirming statements for each
questionnaire entry in the interview data.
CONCLUSION

The exertion design cards were considered useful by
participants in design workshops for the creative task of
designing an exertion game. The participants expressed that
the cards, which were derived from the Exertion
Framework, supported them in their task, suggesting the
utility of the design cards and in turn the usefulness of the
framework. The cards achieved this by, for example,
helping the participants break-down the task into individual
elements. This resulted in participants realizing that they
might have overlooked an important aspect if they had not
used a specific card.

This work therefore extends prior research by providing
further evidence to the value of transforming frameworks
into design tools. In particular, this work makes a
contribution by presenting the Exertion Cards as well as a
description of the process that lead to them based on the
Exertion Framework. Furthermore, this work makes a
contribution by demonstrating the utility of the design cards
by adding empirical evidence that the design cards can
positively affect the design process of exertion games: the
participants found that the design cards covered (almost)
the entire spectrum of themes they found valuable for their
practice, and considered the amount of cards appropriate.
This adds weight to the argument that the framework
consists of the major themes relevant for exertion games.
In sum, the study demonstrated the Exertion Framework in
action through a set of design cards. The data collected
from a range of workshops with an extensive number of
participants indicates that the design cards can support the
creative process of designing exertion games.
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